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White Paper Disclaimer

Please read the following before purchasing Bzzone tokens.

The purpose of this white paper is to provide you with information about how the Bzzone token (BZZONE) and its network operate, and is intended to provide a reference for the current and subsequent designs of the Bzzone token and network. This white paper is for reference only and does not represent a commitment to any current or future design or function of the Bzzone token or network. In addition, this white paper does not invite you to purchase Bzzone tokens. Buying Bzzone tokens involves considerable risk, the tokens may become worthless, and the platform may not be able to meet your needs. The purchased product cannot be refunded or exchanged. Please do not buy Bzzone tokens with money that cannot afford its losses. The utility of Bzzone tokens is not guaranteed to meet your needs or expectations. If you purchase a token, you essentially bear the risk of losing its value from the time of purchase, and agree that the current function of the token may already be its full function. If you purchase any tokens, you agree that you will have no recourse. If the modern currency loses value, the Bzzone platform or network ceases to operate, the platform or network fails to meet expectations, etc, you will not make any claims, litigation, judgment or remedial requirements against Bzzone and its sponsors. If you are not sure whether to purchase tokens in accordance with these disclaimers or the legal notices contained here, or if you are concerned about any loss of funds used to purchase tokens, we strongly recommend that you do not purchase any Bzzone Token. We recommend that you consult legal, financial, tax and other professional advisers or experts for further guidance before purchasing tokens. We cannot provide you with any suggestions in the above-mentioned areas. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you take independent legal advice on the legality of the purchase of tokens. Bzzone tokens are not stocks or securities of any kind, and do not grant you any form of ownership or digital controlling rights and other benefits. Bzzone tokens are not investment products, and there is no promise that they will appreciate. For more information about legal notices, please refer to the legal notices section of this white paper.
Preface

About us

Bzzone is the first algorithmic stablecoin in the BEP-20 ecological chain. It is issued by PangolinSwap, a cross-chain aggregation platform integrating NFT, DEX, and Mining. It is used to invest in non-homogeneous tokens based on virtual worlds and blockchain games (NFTs).

In addition to the platform currency Pangolin, there are three tokens in the algorithm protocol, namely Bzzone, Bzzt, and Bzzb. Among them, Bzzone can be obtained through mining, and Bzzt is anchored as a stable currency at $1. Bzzone holders can participate in the pledge to obtain the premium income generated by Bzzt after inflation. Bzzb when Bzzt price lower than $0.95 bonds when issued for Bzzt purchase, in Bzzt return to of $1 when, Bzzb holders one to one exchange Bzzt. This agreement not only guarantees economic flexibility but also can fully attract a wide range of audiences, and the distribution of tokens is absolutely fair and free from human intervention and control.

Through the above analysis, we have concluded that the market dynamics of Bzzone cannot be determined by price alone, it needs to consider supply while considering price.

Vision

Bzzone combines the advantages of lending (DEX), non-homogeneous tokens (NFT), and decentralized finance (DeFi) space to bring a liquid mining model to the game economy. At the same time, it is virtualized by developing game content and economy. The world adds value.

We hope to own and develop assets in the Metaverse, because we believe that over time, the virtual economy will be more valuable than the real economy. At the same time, we hope to create value for union members in the virtual world, so that they can thrive in the virtual environment – those competitive gamers, artists and content creators are all in the meta-universe.
Market situation

Algorithmic stablecoins do not appear just now. From the source, it is an experiment in human currency reform. As early as 2014, scholars published "Hayek Currency•Cryptocurrency Price Stability Solution" and "Report on Cryptocurrency Stability: Controlling Currency Issuance", and the algorithmic stable currency Ampleforth that appeared in 2019 almost directly The above academic theories have been put into practice. In June of this year, its token AMPL entered the industry's vision with DeFi. In July 2020, it soared to a fully diluted market value of over 1 billion US dollars. Until now, ESD, Base, etc. led by AMPL have skyrocketed. The market has reshuffled the trading list, and the industry has begun to take a look at AMPL and other algorithmic stablecoins.

Bzone has the intersection of three markets, each of which has strong growth potential:

● On August 23, according to DeBank latest data show, DeFi protocol Lock total has exceeded 1088.7 million US dollars (Lock net amount of 803.6 million US dollars), the amount of current Lock the top three DeFi agreement are Maker (121 Billion U.S. dollars), AaveV2 (11.8 billion U.S. dollars), Curve (11.1 billion U.S. dollars).

● The NFT market soared to a new high in the second quarter of 2021, with sales so far this year reaching US$ 2.5 billion, higher than the US$ 13.7 million in the first half of 2020. Reuters quoted Dune Analytics as saying that in June, OpenSea NFT market sales reached nearly US$ 150 million, a record high. This is almost 1000% higher than sales in all markets throughout the first half of last year. Since the NFT cultural significance, NFT buyers and enthusiasts will be treated as a unique digital collections have intrinsic value

● More than 70 million users of encrypted wallets.

● The rise of virtual worlds (such as Decentraland) and blockchain games (such as Axie Infinity, The Sandbox) has achieved a fully diluted valuation of more than US$ 2.3 billion.

(Data updated on August 26, 2021)
Economic Model

With the development of technology, more and more people are transferring their lives to the virtual world, and the entire digital economy is developing towards a brand new virtual world. The so-called DEX and NFT business models are established from the basic meta-universe economy. Real-world value mapping.

Business model

Bzzone’s goal is to maximize the value of DEX and NFT assets used in virtual worlds and blockchain-based games. Its protocol through Smart Contract instructions are automated, and consensus is reached through governance recommendations.

Bzzone’s actions include

- Establish a global community for gamers to earn while playing. They collect rewards in the game through competition (for example, players in Axie Infinity earn tokens by winning battles);
- Obtain income by renting or selling NFT assets owned by Bzzone;
- Allow the community to participate in the governance of DAO through proposals and voting;
- Coordinate the research and development of players in the DAO, and gain revenue by maintaining competitiveness in games related to the meta-universe. The value of all Bzzone activities will be reflected in the market value of the token governance process.
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Token distribution

Team: 0
Pangolin-Bzzt-Bzzone lossless mining pool: 10%
Bzzone-USDT LP mining pool: 12.5%
Bzzt-USDT LP mining pool: 32.5%
Bzzt-BTCB LP mining pool: 32.5%
Bzzone-BTCB LP mining pool: 12.5%
Private placement: 0

Token information and release plan

Token: Bzzone

On behalf of the total amount of money: 1,127,001 Mei
Current circulation: 15,000 pieces (updated on August 23, 2021)
Release rule: Pangolin-Bzzt-Bzzone first. 1 month day 50 Mei, the first 2 months of daily 100 Mei ... so dig 360 days, a total of linear release 11.7 Wanmei Bzzone, the remaining 90% Bzzone by LP ore pond dug.

Token: Pangolin

On behalf of the total amount of currency: 2100001 Mei
Release rules: 1.5 million Pangolin will be distributed to 150 whitelisted addresses, and the rest will be used for market making and airdrops.
Cooperative Development

Selection criteria

Bzzone’s business model will implement the “play while earning” gameplay in Metaverse games in addition to the current mining pool financial management.

1. The daily / annual return of the mining pool is high, and there is no team distribution reward. All Bzzone must be obtained by pledge mining.

2. It is a virtual economy with native tokens realized in the Metaverse game audit;

3. The “Play and Earn” mode allows players to obtain native or derived token rewards during activities in the Metaverse game.

Underpinning plan

In the start-up phase, pay-per-shun mine pool to open, on-line real Fil node mineral pool, directly read Fil node, publicly accessible nodes. Bzzone exchanges Fil to achieve a 1:1 ratio as a base plan.

Cooperation and Incubation Platform

Promote cooperation with other valuable token project teams and related communities. Currently, it has settled on two cooperation platforms and will continue to increase in the future. All project currencies that have settled on the Pangolin platform can mine Fil in their DAPP.

Partners screening standard criteria:

Compliance with the basic principles of risk-free projects after code review. The cooperative project pledged a certain amount of tokens at the bottom of the Bzzone mining pool to mine Bzzone.

In their DAPP code design, we must use our Bzzone as the starting fuel for the mining pool or use Bzzone as the game energy in the subsequent development of meta-universe games. In this way, quality projects are screened out to achieve consensus development.
Development Roadmap

**FIRST STAGE**
- PangolingSwap’s Dapp deployment completed
- The first and second mining pools are open
- Bzzone on-line PancakeSwap
- 5000 holding address
- The first partner -- FCN (BSC) and PangolingSwap cooperation, we settled in the mine pool pledged 10 Wan U

**SECOND STAGE**
- Bzzone Coingecko goes public
- Bzzone Coinmarketcap listed
- Continued influential promotion activities and further
- Development of social media
- Twitter has more than 50,000 followers
- Channel more than 60,000 followers
- Over 100,000 members of the Telegram group
- Certik audit
- 20000 holding address
- The second partner, Wiki Infinity and PangolingSwap cooperation, we settled in the mine pool 10 Wan U, and partners in the Wiki dapp must use Bzzone can turn on mining
THIRD STAGE
- 30,000 holders
- Twitter / Channel more than 10 Wanming followers
- PangolinSwap launches third and fourth mining pools
- The third check-in partner starts a new deployment

FOURTH STAGE
- CEX listed
- Huobi/Gate.io/Binance listed
- More influencers, 75,000 holders
- Deploy the meta-universe version of the game

FIFTH STAGE
- Committed to building the platform into a gray-scale institution of the same nature, and platform incubation to derive more high-quality currencies.
- Develop iterative versions with top project teams, and earnestly explore practical applications.
- Become one of the world’s mainstream currencies.
Legal Statement

The information listed in the white paper or legal notice may not be exhaustive, but it does not constitute a contractual relationship between you and Bzzone. Although we make every reasonable effort to ensure that information in all channels is disclosed: (i) white paper; (ii) Bzzone website http://pangolinswap.net/, (iii) Twitter account (@Bzzoneswap), (iv) telegram channel, Or (v) any other available information published by Bzzone. All the information in the white paper and all the information on the website.

Information is collectively referred to as "current information" below, but such information in no way constitutes professional advice. Every Bzzone token purchaser should seek independent professional advice before acting on any current information.

Party A does not make any declarations and guarantees Bzzone has not made or intends to make any other provisions in this legal statement or any statement expressed or implied in the current information, and hereby declares that it will not make any form of statement guarantee commitment or agreement to any entity or individual, including with Statement guarantees or agreements related to the authenticity, accuracy and completeness of any information listed in the current information.

Party B’s statement and guarantee
By obtaining current information or participating in the purchase of tokens, you represent and warrant to Bzzone:

● You are an adult;

● You agree, accept and acknowledge that tokens do not constitute shares, stocks, securities, financial instruments or any form of investment in any jurisdiction for any purpose;

● You agree and acknowledge that the current information does not constitute any form of prospectus or offer document, nor does it intend to constitute a securities offer or an offer for securities investment in any jurisdiction;

● You agree and acknowledge that there is no regulatory authority to review or approve the current information, and there are currently no plans to review the current information;
● The distribution or dissemination of any part of the current information or any copy thereof, or any information accepted by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules of your jurisdiction. If there are any relevant restrictions, you have complied with all these restrictions, and the costs have been borne by you, and you are not responsible for Bzzone.

● You will not make any statement about the token that conflicts with the legal statement to anyone.

● You agree and acknowledge that in the event that you wish to purchase any tokens, the tokens cannot be described, interpreted, classified or processed as:

  □ Bonds, stocks or shares issued by any individual or entity (whether Bzzone or others).
  □ Rights, options or derivatives related to these bonds, stocks or shares.
  □ Contracts for difference or any other rights under contracts that are designed or pretended to be designed to secure profits or avoid losses.
  □ Units in the collective investment plan.
  □ Units in business trusts.
  □ Derivatives of units in business trusts.
  □ Any other securities or class of securities; or
  □ Any type of investment.

● You fully know and understand that if you are a citizen, national, or resident (tax or other) of a country subject to international sanctions, you are not eligible to purchase any tokens or access current information.

● You have knowledge about the operation, function, use, storage, transmission mechanism and other substantive characteristics of cryptocurrency, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology basic level of understanding;

● You fully understand and understand that there are risks related to the following aspects. (A) Bzzone and its business and operations; (B) tokens; (C) token purchases; (D) The storage of tokens, and (E) all or any part of the act of relying on or based on current information;
You agree and acknowledge that any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential or any other loss (including but it is not limited to loss of income or profit, loss of use or data, loss of reputation, or loss of any economic or other opportunities, regardless of its nature or how it was generated), YGG is not responsible;

All the above statements and guarantees are true, complete, accurate and not misleading since the last time you contacted and / or possessed (as the case may be) current information.

Cautionary statement regarding forward-looking statements
All statements contained in the current information, statements made in any press release or anywhere accessible to the public, and oral statements that may be made by Bzzone or Bzzone representatives (as the case may be). If they are not statements of historical facts, then constitute "forward-looking statements." Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms, such as "purpose", "target", "expect", "believe", "may", "estimate", "expect", "if", "intend", "may", "plan", "may", "forecast", "should", "will", or other similar terms.

However, these terms are not the only means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements regarding Bzzone’s financial status, business strategies, plans and prospects, and the future prospects of Bzzone’s industry are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding Bzzone’s revenue profitability and growth, expected revenue profitability and growth, prospects, future plans, network plans, other expected industry trends, and other matters discussed in current information about Bzzone, are not historical facts, but only estimates and predictions.

Bzzone does not represent or warrant that it has made any predictions or estimates or expectations based on any formulas, any mathematical or scientific models or predictions, or has made any appropriate inquiries or conducted any independent investigations or studies or otherwise. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Bzzone’s actual future results, performance or achievements to be different from any future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. Significant differences.

These factors include:

• Changes in legal, political, social, economic, stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and the regulatory environment of the country where Bzzone conducts business and / or operations or the country where you participate in token purchases.

• The risk that Bzzone may not be able to execute or implement its business strategy and future plans.
• Changes in interest rates and the exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies.
• Bzzone’s expected growth strategy and expected internal growth changes.
• Bzzone’s business and operations-related variability and changes in payment fees.
• Changes in the number of employees and wages required by Bzzone to operate its business.
• Changes in Bzzone customer preferences.
• Changes in the competitive conditions under which Bzzone operates, and Bzzone’s competitiveness under these conditions.
• Changes in Bzzone’s future capital needs and the situation of providing funds and capital for these needs.
• War or acts of international or domestic terrorism.
• The occurrence of catastrophic events, natural disasters and natural disasters that affect Bzzone’s business and/or operations.
• Other factors beyond the control of Bzzone.
• Any risks and uncertainties related to Bzzone and its business and operations, tokens, token purchases, and reliance on all or any part of current information.

All forward-looking statements made by Bzzone or Bzzone representatives or attributable to Bzzone are expressly limited by these factors. In view of the risks and uncertainties that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Bzzone in the future to be materially different from the expectations expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in the current information, it is not allowed to rely excessively on these statements.

These forward-looking statements only apply to the date of publication of the white paper and the latest date of website updates. Bzzone or Bzzone representative or any other person represents, warrants and/or commitment Bzzone as the actual future results, performance or achievements discussed in these forward-looking statements. Bzzone’s actual results, performance or achievements may differ materially from the expectations in these forward-looking statements.

Nothing in the current information can be relied on as or can be used as a promise, statement or guarantee of Bzzone’s future performance or policies. In addition, even if new information or other events occur in the future, Bzzone is not responsible for updating any of these forward-looking statements or publicly announcing revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances.